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Transient Stability Assessment of Multi-Machine
Multi-Converter Power Systems

Hugo N. Villegas Pico , Member, IEEE, and Brian B. Johnson, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Transmission faults caused by recent wildfires in Cal-
ifornia have induced the disconnection of utility-scale converters
in photovoltaic (PV) power plants. Postmortem investigations re-
ported that tripping commands were caused by phase-locked loops
(PLLs) and dc-side dynamics, which are typically unmodeled in
classical transient stability studies. Since existing simulation pack-
ages rely on simplified models that neglect these dynamics, they
have a limited capability to predict converter behavior during
faults. To address this shortcoming, we set forth a positive-sequence
model for PV power plants that is derived from physics and con-
trols first principles. As seen on utility-scale three-phase convert-
ers, the model includes PLLs, dc-side dynamics, and closed-loop
controllers. Instances of the developed model are integrated into
illustrative power systems containing conventional generators. Nu-
merical simulations of the obtained multi-machine multi-converter
power systems are assessed via a suitable set of stability and per-
formance metrics.

Index Terms—Photovoltaic (PV) systems, power system
transients.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE classical transient stability problem pertains to ascer-
taining whether or not a set of interconnected machines

will remain in synchronism after large disturbances [1]–[3]. To
address this issue, transient simulation packages were origi-
nally conceived to capture a limited range of electromechanical
time constants [2], [4], [5]. At the present time, the role of syn-
chronous machines is gradually changing because they are being
displaced by converter-based generation [6], [7]. However, ex-
perience in integrating significant amounts of converters into
modern electric grids is still limited [8, p. vii]. Notably, simula-
tion models may fail to predict the actual transient performance
of renewable assets which hampers proactive decisions by grid
operators [8]–[11].
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Power converters differ in both construction and controls
from synchronous machinery, hence they exhibit distinctive dy-
namics. Converters respond relatively quickly to disturbances
because of their power electronic circuitry and absence of
moving parts. In general, the closed-loop response of a power
converter is dominated by its digital controls. In power electron-
ics applications, closed-loop converter dynamics are often mod-
eled in detail [12]–[15]. Nonetheless, to incorporate converter-
based power plants into available transient stability simulations,
fast dynamics and internal control loops are commonly simpli-
fied [16]. Although this eases model integration into transient
stability software, it comes at the expense of simulations that
might depart from actual behavior.

A need to satisfactorily simulate the transient performance
of converter models is motivated by recent transmission faults
that induced the disconnection of renewable assets [8]–[11].
Of particular relevance, the Blue Cut Fire in 2016 and the
Canyon Fire 2 in 2017 both had system impacts in the South-
ern California electric grid: they prompted the disconnection of
1,200 MW [10] and 900 MW [11] of photovoltaic (PV) genera-
tion, respectively. Unfortunately, these events were not predicted
by available transient simulation tools, suggesting the need for
higher fidelity studies [8]. To this end, electromagnetic transient
(EMT) analysis can be employed, but their computational com-
plexity is considerably higher compared to positive-sequence
methods [17, p. 7]. Publicly available information on these in-
cident reports indicate that some PV plants tripped due of a
variety of reasons [8], [10], [11]: (i) off-nominal phase-locked-
loop (PLL) frequency, (ii) dc-link overcurrent, or (iii) ac-side
converter overvoltage. These findings contrast with converter
models in transient stability software where PV plants are mod-
eled using current-controlled sources with electromechanical
time constants. See [16, Fig. 4] to note the absence of a PLL
and dc-side dynamics.

In wind energy applications, standard representations of wind
turbines and controls have been developed for positive-sequence
simulations [18]–[21] and are employed to conduct a variety of
transient stability studies [21]–[25]. Similar to PV power plants,
turbine models disregard dynamics associated with fast-acting
subsystems such as the PLL and dc-link [19], [21]. Notably,
omission of the PLL in a Type-4 turbine model is known to cause
numerical issues [26] which can be avoided by using heuristic
PLL models [26]–[28]. In general, model simplifications are
considered reasonable when capturing dynamics during the re-
covery stage only, i.e., after a fault has been cleared [18, p. 10].
As revealed in [21], simplified turbine models may be unable to
predict actual behavior during faults.
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To comprehensively predict the transient response of PV
power plants while avoiding burdensome computations of EMT
studies, we propose the incorporation of higher fidelity models
into positive-sequence transient simulations. We focus on the
most commonly used three-phase converter structure in industry
which is comprised of a single dc-to-ac conversion stage [29].
We also leverage the artifact that synchronous and converter-
based generation act as positive-sequence sources [10], [16],
[30] and that asymmetric transmission faults can be modeled
in the positive-sequence domain [10]. To ascertain transient
performance from simulations, we look beyond rotor-angle sta-
bility and assess the voltage ride-through (VRT) capability of
converter-based generation as mandated by grid codes [31].

This paper specifically provides the following contributions.
(i) A voltage-behind-reactance model of a PV power plant that
is derived from circuit laws and expressed in a reference frame
whose angle and speed is provided by its PLL. This eliminates
numerical issues observed in converters that are modeled as
ideally-synchronized current sources [26]. In contrast to [26]–
[28], the PLL model is incorporated by referring its angle to that
of a common synchronous reference frame, and it is consistent
with actual PLL implementations [15], [32]. (ii) An iterative
scheme with proven convergence guarantees that enables the
seamless incorporation of the nonlinear PV array model and dc-
link into transient stability studies. The PV array model, which
is typically neglected, is necessary to ascertain whether load-
generation balance is met after the system recovers from a fault.
The dc-link model is also required to capture dc current tran-
sients during faults [8], [10], [11]. The proof of convergence
assures the analyst that the PV array model will not compro-
mise the numerical simulation. (iii) A set of stability and per-
formance metrics is proposed to ascertain whether conventional
and converter-based assets are compromised during faults. In
contrast to studies that focus on post-fault recovery [18], [21]–
[25], the proposed metrics are useful to assess ac- and dc-side
transients both during and after network reconfigurations [10],
[11]. Overall, this contributions align with state-of-the-art reli-
ability guidelines [8].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, preliminar-
ies for dynamic modeling and assessment framework of power
systems are outlined. Dynamic models of conventional and PV
power plants are derived in Sections III and IV, respectively. In
Section V, a multi-machine multi-converter power system for
positive-sequence simulation consolidates the models of Sec-
tions III and IV. A set of suitable metrics to assess the stability
and performance of the power system model of Section V are
given in Section VI. In Section VII, two illustrative case studies
showcase the contributions of the paper. Concluding statements
are provided in Section VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The multi-machine multi-converter dynamics are modeled
via a set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs):

d

dt
x = Fγ (x, u) (1)

y = Gγ (x, u) (2)

for t ∈ [0, T ], x(0) = x0 , γ ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The vector x ∈ Rnx

encapsulates the states of N conventional and K photovoltaic
power plants. The input u ∈ Rnu represents commands from a
grid operator and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) loops
of PV power plants. The commands, u, are modeled as constants
because they are relatively slow to the transient dynamics of
interest. All states and inputs are normalized as per unit variables
of appropriate bases, e.g., rated line-to-line voltages, a system
volt-ampere base, Sb , and a system speed base, ωb [3], [33]. A
conventional power plant comprises a synchronous generator,
excitation system, prime mover, and controls. A PV power plant
has an aggregated representation of power converters, PLLs, dc-
links, PV arrays, and controls.

Three forms of Fγ : Rnx × Rnu → Rnx , as indexed by γ,
represent the positive-sequence transmission topology before
(γ = 1), during (γ = 2), and after (γ = 3) a fault. System
outputs y ∈ Rny are mapped from states and inputs via the
three forms of Gγ : Rnx × Rnu → Rny . State solution approx-
imations for (1) are obtained via available numerical meth-
ods [34], [35]. A numerical solver returns a sequence of vectors
{x(to)}no

o=0 , representing states at t = to with t0 = 0 and
tno

= T . The simulation horizon, T , can range from 3 s to
15 s [2, p. 15]. To assess stability and performance of the sys-
tem, a sequence of outputs {y(to)}no

o=1 are generated from the
sequence of states (and inputs) via (2).

Three-phase variables are expressed with dq-axis quantities
that originate from a reference frame transformation with angu-
lar displacement θν and speed dθν /dt = ωb ων [13]:

[
fν

d , fν
q

]� =
2
3
T (θν )

[
fa , fb , fc

]�
. (3)

Here, f represents either voltages or currents and:

T (θν )=

[
cos(θν ) cos(θν−2π

3 ) cos(θν + 2π
3 )

− sin(θν ) − sin(θν−2π
3 ) − sin(θν + 2π

3 )

]

. (4)

To shorten modeling notation in Section IV, we employ:

fν
dq :=

[
fν

d , fν
q

]�
and fν

qd :=
[
fν

q , −fν
d

]�
. (5)

We consider 1 + N + K reference frames:

ν ∈ {‘e’, ‘r1’, . . . , ‘rn ’, . . . , ‘rN ’, ‘ε1’, . . . , ‘εk ’, . . . , ‘εK ’} .
(6)

Index ‘e’ represents a common synchronous reference frame
to model transmission system quantities. Reference frames to
represent variables of an n-th conventional or k-th PV power
plant are indexed by ‘rn ’ or ‘εk ’, respectively.

To couple generation to a transmission network, dq-axis vari-
ables are transformed to the reference frame ‘e’ via [13]:

fe
d + jfe

q = ejδν (fν
d + jfν

q ) (7)

where δν = θν − θe , e is the Euler’s number, and j =
√−1 is

the imaginary unit.
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III. CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANTS

A. AC Synchronous Machine

The n-th (n = 1, . . . , N ) machine dynamics are [3]:1

d

dt
ern

d = − 1
τn
do

(ern

d + (X ′n
d − Xn

d )irn
q − en

fd), (8)

d

dt
ern
q = − 1

τn
qo

(ern
q − (X ′n

q − Xn
q )irn

d ), (9)

d

dt
ωrn

=
1

2Hn

(
Tn

m − ern

d irn

d − ern
q irn

q

)
, (10)

d

dt
δrn

= ωb (ωrn
− ωe) . (11)

These represent a 1.1-type model with one d-axis field winding,
one q-axis damper, and rotor inertia constant Hn . Stator circuit
dynamics are neglected. Ac machine reactances are constant
because their magnetic saturation is not modeled. We assume
X ′n

d = X ′n
q ; however, X ′n

d and X ′n
q are not equal even in round-

rotor machines. Superscript ‘rn ’ designates angle displacement
of the n-th rotor frame, dθrn

/dt = ωb ωrn
.

The variables ern

dq represent voltages behind a transient reac-
tance and irn

dq captures currents injected into the transmission
network. The field voltage generated by the exciter is en

fd . Rotor
speed and relative rotor angle states are ωrn

and δrn
, respec-

tively. The prime mover mechanical torque is Tn
m . The relative

dynamics of (11) are obtained by referring the rotor speed,
dθrn

/dt, to the ‘e’ reference frame speed [3], [33]:

d

dt
θe = ωb ωe with ωe =

∑N
n=1 ωrn

Hn

∑N
n=1 Hn

. (12)

B. DC Excitation System

The n-th exciter, stabilizer, and amplifier dynamics are [3]:

d

dt
en
fd = − 1

τn
e

(
(kn

e + Sn
e (en

fd))e
n
fd − vn

a

)
, (13)

d

dt
rn
f = − 1

τn
f

(

rn
f − kn

f

τn
f

en
fd

)

, (14)

d

dt
vn

a = − 1
τn
a

(vn
a − kn

a vn
e + Sn

a (vn
a )) , (15)

Sn
e (en

fd) = AneB n en
fd , (16)

Sn
a (vn

a ) =
(
kn

a − vn
a,mx

)
(

vn
a

vn
a,mx

)χ

. (17)

Here, τn
e , τn

f , and τn
a are exciter, stabilizer, and amplifier time

constants, respectively. The parameters kn
e = −Sn

e (en
fd(0)), kn

f ,
and kn

a correpond to rheostat, stabilizer, and amplifier gains [3,
Ch. 4]. Notice the function (16) for given constants, An and
Bn , models saturation of the exciter iron [3, p. 67].2 The

1Here dq-axis notation differs from [3] (physical models do not) because of
the particular choice of reference frame transformation, q.v. (4) for ν = rn .

2The dc exciter saturation model is accounted because it depends on one
function only in contrast to the saturation model of ac synchronous machines
that can depend on a number of saturation functions [3, p. 110].

Fig. 1. Aggregated representation of a PV power plant.

function (17), with χ an odd integer, models saturation of the
voltage amplifier so that −vn

a,mx ≤ vn
a ≤ vn

a,mx [36].
The control error:

vn
e = V ∗n − V n + rn

f − kn
f

τn
f

en
fd (18)

is an input to (15), V ∗n is the reference voltage, and:

V n =
√

(vrn
q )2 + (vrn

d )2 (19)

is the measured terminal voltage of the n-th machine with [3]:

vrn

d = ern

d − rn
s irn

d + X ′n
d irn

q (20)

vrn
q = ern

q − rn
s irn

q − X ′n
d irn

d . (21)

C. Prime Movers

An n-th steam or ideal hydro turbine is modeled with [3]:3

d

dt
Tn

m =

⎧
⎨

⎩

− 1
τ n

c h
(Tn

m − Pn
v ) thermal

− 2
τ n

w

(
Tn

m − Pn
v + τn

w
d
dt P

n
v

)
hydro .

(22)

Their control is accomplished with the speed-droop governor:

d

dt
Pn

v = − 1
τn
v

(
Pn

v − P ∗n
v +

ωrn
− 1

Rn
d

)
. (23)

In (22), τn
ch and τn

w are steam chest and water time constants,
respectively. In (23), τn

v and Rn
d are the valve time constant and

speed droop (5% in the unit power base), respectively. The valve
position command P ∗n

v is set by a grid operator. Notice in (22)
that the magnitudes of torque Tn

m and valve position Pn
v are

similar since they are in per unit. However, they have distinct
physical units before per unitization [3, p. 76–82].

IV. PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANTS

The PV plant model in Fig. 1 is derived from a structure-
preserving aggregation of multiple parallel-connected dc-ac
converters [29]. Power produced by PV arrays is injected into
the grid by a power converter, which regulates ac current deliv-
ery into an LCL filter. Active and reactive power, Pk

R and Qk
R ,

flow into the grid via a step-up transformer (not shown), with
its low-voltage side denoted as a k-th bus. Ac waveforms of
the k-th PV power plant are modeled in a ‘εk ’ reference frame,
whose angle, θεk

, and speed, dθεk
/dt, originate from a k-th

PLL. Henceforth, we use the shorthand notation in (5).

3These models are used to simplify exposition; for detailed ones see [37].
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A. Phase-Locked Loop

The dynamics of the k-th PLL are [8, p. 79], [29], [32]:

d

dt
zεk

=
κk

ε

τk
ε

vεk
q ,g ,

d

dt
δεk

= ωb (ωεk
− ωe) , (24)

ωεk
= 1 + κk

ε vεk
q ,g + zεk

. (25)

The PLL variables include an integral compensator, zεk
, relative

angle, δεk
, and speed, ωεk

. The speed dδεk
/dt in (24) is obtained

by referring dθεk
/dt = ωb ωεk

with respect to dθe/dt in (12).
Note that the PLL model (24)–(25), which resides in a digital
controller, reflects actual implementation [32] and is driven by:
(i) the q-axis voltage, vεk

q ,g , which is extracted from the voltage

phasor Ṽ k
R [q.v. (53)], and (ii) the speed of the ‘e’ reference

frame, dθe/dt, in (12), which is also speed of Ṽ k
R .

When a fault occurs, Ṽ k
R exhibits fast changes in magnitude

and phase angle, hence vεk
q ,g has corresponding variations. This

means that the PLL speed in (25) is sensitive to voltage transients
(the impact of the actual grid speed could be minor).

B. Power Converter and Control

We neglect semiconductor switching dynamics as not being
relevant to the transients of interest and instead consider terminal
voltages averaged over a sliding window with length equal to the
switching period, Tsw. The averaged ac-side converter terminal
voltages are denoted with vεk

dq ,f . Using established pulse width
modulation methods, the switch-cycle-averaged voltages can be
engineered to track the control commands, v∗k

dq,f , when they are
physically feasible [13]. In particular, the range of realizable
converter ac voltage magnitude, V ∗k

f > 0, is upper-bounded by
the dc-link voltage, vk

C > 0, hence the dq-axis converter volt-
ages are modeled as:

vεk

dq ,f =

(
min{V ∗k

f , vk
C }

V ∗k
f

)

v∗k
dq,f (26)

V ∗k
f =

√
(v∗k

q,f )2 + (v∗k
d,f )2 . (27)

Note that vεk

dq ,f = v∗k
dq,f if vk

C > V ∗k
f as min{V ∗k

f , vk
C } = V ∗k

f ,
i.e., vk

C is sufficient to realize v∗k
dq,f . Otherwise, the converter

voltages will be limited by the available vk
C . In Section IV-C,

the per unit capacitor energy, Ek
C = (vk

C )2 (shown in Fig. 1), is
modeled as a state for control purposes [13].

The dq-axis voltage commands are modeled with:

v∗k
dq,f = κk

i wk
dq,f + zk

dq,f − ωεk
Xk

f iεk

qd,f + vεk

dq ,o (28)

which contains a proportional-integral compensator and feed-
forward voltages to regulate converter currents, iεk

dq ,f . The con-
troller errors, wk

dq,f , and integral state, zk
dq,f , of (28) are:

wk
dq,f = i∗kdq,f − iεk

dq ,f , and
d

dt
zk
dq,f =

κk
i

τk
i

wk
dq,f (29)

where i∗kdq,f are dq-axis current commands, q.v. Section IV-D.

Dynamics of the k-th converter-side inductor are:

d

dt
iεk

dq ,f =
ωb

Xk
f

(
−rk

f iεk

dq ,f +ωεk
Xk

f iεk

qd,f +vεk

dq ,f −vεk

dq ,o

)
(30)

vεk

dq ,o = vεk

dq ,c + rk
c

(
iεk

dq ,f − iεk

dq ,g

)
(31)

whereas the k-th ac capacitor dynamics are:

d

dt
vεk

dq ,c =
ωb

Bk
c

(
ωk

ε Bk
c vεk

qd,c + iεk

dq ,f − iεk

dq ,g

)
. (32)

As the PV power plant is integrated into a positive-sequence
transmission grid (q.v. Section V), the k-th grid-side inductor is
modeled in quasi-steady state, i.e.:4

0 =
ωb

Xk
g

(
−rk

g iεk

dq ,g + Xk
g iεk

qd,g + vεk

dq ,o − vεk

dq ,g

)
. (33)

C. DC-Link and PV Array

The dc capacitor energy, Ek
C = (vk

C )2 of Fig. 1, satisfies:

d

dt
Ek

C =
1

Bk
C

(
Pk

pv − Pk
cv

)
. (34)

This normalized model is derived from the rated line-to-line
voltage base of the k-th converter,

√
2V k

nom, and volt-ampere
base, Sb . Neglecting converter losses, the dc-side converter
power is:

Pk
cv = vεk

d,f iεk

d,f + vεk

q ,f iεk

q ,f . (35)

The PV array dc power, Pk
pv , and Ek

C are implicitly related,
i.e., Φk (Pk

pv , Ek
C ) = 0, where Φk (·, ·) derives from the PV ar-

ray single-diode model [38]. As Ek
C is a state, Pk

pv satisfying
Φk (·, ·) = 0 is solved numerically which is explained next.

The k-th PV array contains Nk
p parallel PV strings. Each

string has Nk
s series-connected PV modules. The voltage:

vk
m =

√
2V k

nom

Nk
s

√
Ek

C (36)

and current, ikm , of all modules are assumed to be equal. This
corresponds to uniform irradiance and temperature across the
entire PV array [39]. The voltage (36) is mapped from the per
unit dc-link energy, the number of series-connected modules,
and the dc-link voltage base,

√
2V k

nom.
The circuit model for each PV module contains a current

source whose magnitude, ikg , is proportional to irradiance [38].
The current through the module’s internal diode, ikd , satisfies:

ikd = ik0

(
evk

d /vk
T − 1

)
for vk

d = Kk
1 − Kk

2 ikd (37)

where ik0 > 0 is the diode reverse saturation current, vk
d is the

diode voltage, and:5

Kk
1 =

Rk
sh

(
vk

m + Rk
s ikg
)

Rk
s + Rk

sh

≥ 0, Kk
2 =

Rk
s Rk

sh

Rk
s + Rk

sh

> 0 . (38)

4This expression can also represent an isolation transformer [8], [16].
5For physically feasible operation of PV arrays, vk

m ≥ 0 and ikg ≥ 0.
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Fig. 2. WECC voltage ride-through envelope.

The voltage vk
T = ηk κB

qe
T kNk

c > 0 depends on a nonideal fac-

tor, ηk ; the Boltzmann constant, κB = 1.3806 × 10−23 J/K; the
electron charge, qe = 1.6022 × 10−19 C; the PV cell tempera-
ture Tk in Kelvin; and the number of series-connected PV cells
within a module, Nk

c [38]. The resistances Rk
sh and Rk

s capture
equivalent shunt and series resistances of the PV module. An ikd
satisfying (37) and vk

m of (36) yields:

ikm =
Kk

1 − Kk
2 ikd − vk

m

Rk
s

and Pk
pv =

Nk
p Nk

s

Sb
ikm vk

m . (39)

Various numerical methods are available to solve (37) [38].
One approach consists in creating a lookup table with solutions
of (37) for a predetermined domain; however, a priori determi-
nation of dc-link energy extrema during faults is cumbersome.
To avoid this problem, we employ a technique to find the zero
(at each simulation step) of g : R 
→ R such that:

g(ikd ) = ik0

(
e(K k

1 −K k
2 ik

d )/vT − 1
)
− ikd (40)

using (37) and fixed-point iterations (Newton’s method) [34]:

ikd,s+1 = ikd,s −
g(ikd,s)

g′(ikd,s)
(41)

where g′(ikd ) = −1 − ik0 · K k
2

vk
T

e(K k
1 −K k

2 ik
d )/vk

T for s = 0, 1, . . .

and starting from ikd,0 = 0. For sound numerical implementa-
tion, we prove convergence of (41) to a unique zero, regardless
of the starting point ikd,0 .

Lemma 1: The iterations in (41) with g : R 
→ R defined
by (40) converges from any starting point ikd,0 to a unique zero
ikd = ikd,c , which satisfies (37).

Proof: The function (40) has at least one zero cross-
ing because limik

d →−∞ g(ikd ) > 0 and limik
d →+∞ g(ikd ) < 0. As

g′(ikd ) < 0 on R; hence, g(ikd ) of (40) is always decreasing,
which implies uniqueness of the zero, ikd,c . The decreasing
monotonicity and convexity of (40) imply that the iterations
in (41) converge to ikd,c regardless of ikd,0 , q.v. [34, p. 86]. �

D. Current Commands for Faulted and Normal Operation

VRT codes mandate converter-based generation to remain
connected as long as their terminal voltage (e.g., Ṽ k

R in Fig. 1)
magnitudes remain within the envelope shown in Fig. 2 [31],
[40]–[42]. Codes for distributed energy resources, e.g., IEEE
1547 [43], do not apply here because generation is connected
to a bulk transmission system [8, p. 44]. The VRT envelope

is typically defined by lower and upper time-domain bounds
v(t′) and v(t′) [31], [44], where t′ = t − tf is relative time with
respect to that t = tf at which faulted voltages are observed by
a converter. The codes also stipulate that converters shall inject
zero active and some reactive current, I∗kVRT (prescribed by a
system operator [31], [44]), while the fault remains active, i.e.,
t′ ∈ [0, 0.15) s. After a fault is cleared (t′ ≥ 0.15 s), currents can
be ramped to approach prefault values until control is switched
back to normal at t′ = 1.8 s.

Hence, the current commands in (29) are: [44]

i∗kd,g =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if t′ ∈ [0, 0.15] s

t ′−0.15
1.65

i∗kE (0−)
1.2 if t′ ∈ (0.15, 1.8] s

i∗kE if t′ ∈ (−∞, 0) ∪ (1.8,+∞) s

(42)

i∗kq,g =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I∗kVRT if t′ ∈ [0, 0.15] s

1.8−t ′
1.65 I∗kVRT · · ·

+ t ′−0.15
1.65

i∗kQ (0−)
1.2 if t′ ∈ (0.15.1.8] s

i∗kQ if t′ ∈(−∞, 0)∪(1.8, +∞) s
(43)

for VRT and normal operation. The VRT mode is activated at
t′ = 0 s (when voltages drop below 0.9 p.u.) and remains active
until t′ = 1.8 s (until voltages are expected to have recovered).
During normal mode, the current commands i∗kE and i∗kQ regulate
the dc-link capacitor voltage and PV power plant reactive power,
respectively.

The dc-link voltage controller takes the form:6

wk
E = E∗k

C − Ek
C ,

d

dt
zk
E =

κk
E

τk
E

wk
E (44)

i∗kE = −κk
E wk

E − zk
E . (45)

so that Ek
C (34) tracks the MPPT-generated commands E∗k

C .
Similarly, reactive power regulation is performed via:

wk
Q = Q∗k

R − Qk
R ,

d

dt
zk
Q =

κk
Q

τk
Q

wk
Q , (46)

i∗kQ = κk
Qwk

Q + zk
Q , (47)

where Q∗k
R is dispatched by a grid operator and:

Qk
R = vεk

q ,g i
εk

d,g − vεk

d,g i
εk
q ,g (48)

is the reactive power at the PV power plant terminals.

V. MULTI-MACHINE MULTI-CONVERTER SYSTEMS

Voltages and currents at any power plant terminals and within
the transmission grid are assumed quasi-steady-state sinusoids
cycling at dθe/dt in (12), hence modeled as phasors.

6Recall that the dc-link voltage is expressed in terms of energy, q.v. (34).
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A. Dynamic Voltages Behind Impedances

The dynamic response of the n-th power plant of Section III
can be viewed as a dynamic voltage source behind a transient
impedance from the bulk transmission system [3, p. 100]:

Ṽ n
C = −(rn

s + jX ′n
d )Ĩn

C + Ẽn
C , (49)

Ṽ n
C = ejδr n

(
vrn

d + jvrn
q

)
, Ĩn

C = ejδr n
(
irn

d + jirn
q

)
, (50)

Ẽn
C = ejδr n

(
ern

d + jern
q

)
(51)

where the phasors Ṽ n
C , Ĩn

C , and Ẽn
C model the terminal volt-

age, terminal current, and dynamic voltage behind a transient
impedance, respectively. The voltages vrn

q and vrn

d are from (20)
and (21), respectively. The dynamics of ern

d , ern
q , and δrn

are
modeled in (8), (9), and (11), respectively. The currents irn

d and
irn
q for (8) and (9) are calculated in Section V-B.

Similarly, the response of a k-th PV power plant can be ob-
served as a dynamic voltage source behind an impedance.

Proposition 1: Let the k-th PV power plant dq voltages:

eεk

dq ,g := rk
c iεk

dq ,f + vεk

dq ,c , (52)

with iεk

dq ,f and vεk

dq ,c from (30) and (32). A dynamic voltage
behind-impedance phasor of a k-th PV power plant is:

Ṽ k
R = −(rk

g + rk
c + jXk

g )Ĩk
R + Ẽk

R , (53)

Ṽ k
R = ejδε k (vεk

d,g + jvεk
q ,g ) , Ĩk

R = ejδε k (iεk

d,g + jiεk
q ,g ) , (54)

Ẽk
R = ejδε k (eεk

d,g + jeεk
q ,g ) . (55)

where δεk
is the PLL relative angle in (24); and Ṽ k

R , Ĩk
R , and Ẽk

R

are the terminal voltage, terminal current, and voltage behind
impedance phasors, respectively.

Proof: The filter branch voltage in (31) and quasi-steady-
state grid-side inductor model in (33) yields:

vεk

dq ,g = −(rk
g + rk

c )iεk

dq ,g + Xk
g iεk

qd,g + rk
c iεk

dq ,f + vεk

dq ,c . (56)

Hence, (53) follows from (56) by applying (52) and transforming
variables into the ‘e’ reference frame via (7). �

B. Bulk Transmission System

The transmission grid comprises step-up transformers, lines,
and loads. To simplify modeling exposition, loads are repre-
sented as constant impedances [3], [33]. Hence, currents injected
by conventional and renewable power plants can be related to
their terminal voltages by [33]:

[
ĨC

ĨR

]

=

[
Y γ

C C Y γ
C R

Y γ
RC Y γ

RR

][
ṼC

ṼR

]

, (57)

F̃G = [F̃ 1
G, . . . , F̃ n

G , . . . , F̃ N
G ]�, (58)

where F̃ ∈ {‘Ṽ ’, ‘Ĩ’} is either a phasor vector of the termi-
nal voltages or currents, and G ∈ {‘C’, ‘R’} identifies conven-
tional or renewable generation. The matrix blocks Y γ

C C , Y γ
C R ,

Y γ
RC , and Y γ

RR are partitions of the admittance network ma-
trix Y γ ∈ C(N +K )×(N +K ) . Three network matrices indexed

by γ = {1, 2, 3} [see (1)] are considered to capture transmis-
sion disturbances. Notice Y γ is by applying a network reduction
technique, e.g., Kron, as loads are constant impedances [33].

Substitution of (49) (for n = 1, . . . , N ) and (53) (for k =
1, . . . ,K) into (57) via (58) yields:

[
ĨC

ĨR

]

=

[
Y ′γ

C C Y ′γ
C R

Y ′γ
RC Y ′γ

RR

][
ẼC

ẼR

]

. (59)

Notice the block matrices of (59) are similar to those of (57) but
incorporate the reactances in (49) and (53) in order to calculate
generation currents from the dynamic voltage behind-reactance
phasors, q.v. (51) and (55).

C. Multi-Machine Multi-Converter Dynamics

The dynamics in Sections III and IV are consolidated as
in (1), (2) with state vector x� = [x�

C , x�
R ], input vector u� =

[u�
C , u�

R ], and output vector y� = [y�
C , y�

R ]. The vectors:

x�
C = [Er�

qd , ω�
r , δ�r , V �

a , R�
f , E�

f d , T
�
m , P�

v ] ∈ R9N (60)

x�
R = [z�ε , δ�ε , z�qd,f , Iε�

qd,f , V ε�
qd,c , E

�
C , z�E , z�Q ] ∈ R11K (61)

contain the states of conventional and PV power plants.7 To
illustrate by example, vector notation has been simplified as:

Er�
qd = [er1

d , er1
q , . . . , ern

d , ern
q , . . . , erN

d , erN
q ] (62)

z�ε = [zε1 , . . . , zεk
, . . . , zεK

] . (63)

In particular, the ODEs for (60) are formed with (8)–(11), (13)–
(15), (22), and (23) ∀n. The ODEs for (61) are assembled with
(24), (29), (30), (32), (34), (44), and (46) ∀k. The algebraic vari-
ables, viz., machine currents, irn

dq [q.v. (8)–(9)], and converter
currents, iεk

dq ,g [q.v. (33)], are mapped via (59) from the voltage-
behind reactance representation in (51), ∀n, and (55), ∀k.8 The
power, Pk

pv , of (34) is also an algebraic variable and mapped
numerically from Ek

C , q.v. (36)–(41) ∀k.
External commands to the conventional and PV plants are:

u�
C = [V ∗�, P ∗�

v ] ∈ R2N , (64)

u�
R = [I∗�VRT, Q∗�

g , E∗�
C ] ∈ R3K . (65)

The input vector (64) is from (18) and (23), ∀n, whereas the
vector (65) is from (43), (44), and (46), ∀k.

We select the following outputs for assessment:

y�
C = [|ṼC |�,Δω�

r ] ∈ R2N (66)

y�
R = [|ṼR |�, |Ĩf |�, v�

C , i�pv , i�cv ] ∈ R5K . (67)

7Note the number of states is similar to model both types of power plants
which is indicative of similar computational burden.

8When considering more sophisticated load models, the modeling contribu-
tions of this paper remain intact.
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which are assembled with Ṽ k
C of (49), Ṽ k

R of (53) and:

Δωrn
= ωrn

− ωe (68)

|Ĩk
f | =

√(
iεk

d,f

)2
+
(
iεk

q ,f

)2
(69)

vk
C =

√
Ek

C , ikcv =
Pk

cv

vk
C

, ikpv =
Pk

pv

vk
C

. (70)

Here, ωrn
, ωe , iεk

dq ,f , Ek
C , Pk

cv , Pk
pv are from (10), (12), (30),

(34), (35), (39), respectively. Note that ikcv and ikpv are currents
measured at the converter and PV array dc terminals.

VI. TRANSIENT STABILITY ASSESSMENT

Numerical simulations of the power system dynamics, con-
solidated in Section V-C, are assessed in terms of multi-swing
rotor angle stability as well as compliance of VRT codes while
meeting voltage and current limits. The transient begins at t = tf
because of a grid fault, which is cleared at t = tc .

Definition 1: A rotor angle [δrn
of (11)] is said to ‘swing’

when it reaches a maximum or minimum in time [36].
Definition 2: Consider sequences of n-th relative rotor

speeds {Δωrn
(to)}no

o=c with to ∈ [tc , T ]. The rotor angle δrn

is first-swing stable if ∃o such that [2, p. 44]:

Δωrn
(to)Δωrn

(to+1) < 0 . (71)

Further, the n-th rotor angle is exponentially stable, i.e., multi-
swing stable [2, p. 61], if there exists positive constants λn and
ρn , such that [45, p. 150]:

|Δωrn
(to)| ≤ ρn |Δωrn

(tc)|e−λn (to −tc ) (72)

for all to ∈ [tc , T ].
Notice from (12) and (68) that if all rotors regain synchro-

nism, the relative speeds Δωrn
for n = 1, . . . , N converge to

the origin. We calculate λn and ρn of (72) as follows:
(1) Identify times tξ with ξ = 1, 2, . . . at which peaks of

{|Δωrn
(to)|}no

o=c occur. To this end, estimate the ze-
ros of Δωrn

via (71), and find all max |Δωrn
(to)| for

to ∈ (tz , tz+1) with tz , tz+1 consecutive zero crossings.
(2) Calculate the exponential λn by solving:

min
λn , βn

∑

ξ

(βn − λn (tξ − tc) − ln |Δω(tξ )|)2 (73)

obtained from |Δω(tξ )| = erξ +βn −λn (tξ −tc ) to minimize
the residuals rξ in a least-squares sense [46, p. 291].

(3) If λn > 0 in the previous step, calculate:

ρn = max
ξ

( |Δωrn
(tξ )|

|Δωrn
(tc)|e−λn (tξ −tc )

)
. (74)

Definition 3: The n-th synchronous generator complies with
VRT codes for t′o = to − tf if its terminal voltages satisfy:

|Ṽ n
C (t′o)| ∈ [v(t′o), v(t′o)] (75)

with v(t′) and v(t′) defined by a VRT envelope, e.g., Fig. 2.
To asses PV power plants, converter rated currents and volt-

ages are considered. Converter protection software might trip

the converter only if rated physical limits are violated [8]. The
PLL angle and speed are not assessed because they are software
variables that do not imply converter damage. A feature of the
assessment is that it considers dynamics that may lead to the
disconnection of PV power plants, e.g., reverse dc-link current
as well as ac and dc voltage transients [8].

Definition 4: Consider sequences of k-th PV power plant ter-
minal voltage magnitudes {|Ṽ k

R (to)|}no
o=1 , converter ac current

{|Ĩk
f (to)|}no

o=1 , converter dc voltage {vk
dc(to)}no

o=1 , converter dc
current {ikdc(to)}no

o=1 , and PV array dc current {ikpv (to)}no
o=1 with

to ∈ (0, T ). The power plant performs satisfactorily if:

|Ṽ k
R (t′o)| ∈ [v(t′o), v(t′o)] (76)

|Ĩk
f (to)| ∈ [0, Ik

f ] , vk
C (to) ∈ [vk

C , vk
C ] (77)

ikcv (to) ∈ [ikcv , i
k
cv ] , ikpv (to) ∈ [ikpv , i

k
pv ] (78)

for all to ∈ (0, T ] and given: (i) VRT envelope, e.g., of Fig. 2; (ii)
maximum converter current magnitude Ik

f ; iii) dc-link voltage

limits vk
dc and vk

dc ; iv) converter dc current bounds ikcv and i
k
cv ;

and v) PV array dc current bounds ikpv and i
k
pv . The ratings (77)–

(78) are specified by a manufacturer, e.g., [47].
Definition 5: A multi-machine multi-converter power sys-

tem simulation is stable and performs satisfactorily if each:
i) n-th conventional plant satisfies Definitions 2 and 3 and

the
ii) k-th renewable plant satisfies Definition 4
for all n = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . ,K.

VII. CASE STUDIES

We simulate power system models as in (1), (2) which are
consolidated in Section V-C. Then, they are assessed via the def-
initions of Section VI. In particular, we conduct two case studies
of modified versions of the WSCC 9-bus as well as the IEEE
39-bus power systems, respectively. Integration of the developed
PV model into larger power systems should be rather straight-
forward because the system representation of Section V-C
is derived for arbitrary numbers of conventional and PV power
plants, q.v. (60) and (61).

The numerical studies were performed on a 2.9-GHz Intel
Core i7 personal computer running MATLAB R2018a [48]. The
CPU time to execute 5- and 11-second simulations of the WSCC
9-bus and IEEE 39-bus power systems were 2.14 s and 3.53 s,
respectively. The simulations trust in the ode15s solver available
in MATLAB and are automatically assessed as explained in
Section VI. Initial conditions are obtained by solving the power
flow problem with MATPOWER and the calculations in [33,
p. 392].9 The considered system bases are Sb = 100 MVA and
ωb = 120π rad/s. In each case study, parameters of a k-th PV
power plant with rating Sk

nom are obtained in the base Sb by
defining βk := Sb/Sk

nom and scaling the values of Table I as

9The PV power plants are considered to be attached to ‘PQ’ buses. State
initialization of converter-based and conventional generation is similar [33].
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF PV ARRAY AND CONVERTER

Converter switching period T sw = 1/3 ms.

Fig. 3. Modified WSCC nine-bus power system.

follows [29]:

rk
f = βkrf , rk

g = βkrg , rk
c = βkrc , (79)

Xk
f = βkXf , Xk

g = βkXg , Bk
c = Bc/βk , (80)

κk
ε = κε, τk

ε = τε , κk
i = βkκi, τ k

i = τi, κk
Q = κQ , (81)

Bk
C = BC /βk , κk

E = βkκE , τk
E = τE , τk

Q = τQ , (82)

ik0 = i0 , ηk = η, Nk
c = Nc, Rk

sh = Rsh , Rk
s = Rs . (83)

A. Case Study I: Modified WSCC 9-Bus Power System

A modified version of the WSCC 9-bus power system is con-
sidered as being relatively simple to interpret [33, p. 37–39].
This system is illustrated in Fig. 3 which has thirteen buses;
three conventional machines, G1, G2, G3 (N = 3); and two PV
power plants, R1, R2 (K = 2). Machine G1 is driven by a hy-
dro turbine, whereas G2 and G3 are driven by steam turbines.
Parameters of the WSCC power system are in [33, p. 37–39],
and the excitation system parameters are in [36], χ = 51 in (17).
Parameters of the transmission lines B10–B7 and B11–B9 are
the same as for line B6–B9.10 Each PV power plant has a rat-
ing Sk

nom = 50 MVA (for k ∈ {1, 2}) and interfaces to the grid

10A power line linking two buses, e.g., B6 and B9, is denoted by B6–B9.

TABLE II
RENEWABLE POWER PLANTS FOR CASE STUDY I

Each k -th PV array is composed by 400-Wdc modules @ 72-Vdc ca.

Fig. 4. Case I: Transient behavior of conventional and PV power plants during
transmission disturbances. The gray areas bounded by solid-black envelopes
indicate acceptable variable ranges.

via a step-up transformer with 4% impedance on the 50-MVA
base. Generators G1, G2, and G3, supply 0.5944, 1.72, and 0.2
p.u. active power to the system, respectively. PV power plant
operational conditions are specified in Table II.

We study the system response to a three-phase fault on line
B5–B7. The simulation starts at t = t0 = 0 and concludes at
t = T = 5 s. The fault occurs at t = tf = 1 s and is located at a
distance d = 0.324 p.u. (referred to the total length of line B7–
B5 and measured from B7). We consider a symmetrical fault
impedance zf = (0.174 + j3.813) × 10−3 p.u. [10, p. 19]. The
fault is cleared by opening the circuit breakers CB5 and CB7
after 5 cycles of 60 Hz (i.e., tc = tf + 5/60 s). Both PV power
plants are set to inject VRT current I∗kVRT = 0.1 p.u. during the
fault, q.v. (42) and (43). (Injection of high VRT currents was
not necessary because voltage recovery was not problematic).
Transient behavior of the power plants is depicted in Figs. 4–6.

Simulated performance of conventional generation is as-
sessed via Definitions 2 and 3 and the variables shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 5. As evident in Fig. 4(a), the generator voltages,
|Ṽ n

C |, do not violate the VRT envelope. Conventional generator
currents, |Ĩn

C |, and excitation voltages, en
f , rise during the fault

as expected. Relative rotor angles, δrn
, and speeds, ωrn

, appear
stable with a superficial inspection, but this is not conclusive
of rotor angle stability. Hence, we apply Definition 2 to show
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Fig. 5. Case I: Multi-swing rotor-angle stability assessment. The gray areas
bounded by solid-black envelopes are used to assess rotor-angle stability.

Fig. 6. Case I: Fast PV power plant transients during transmission distur-
bances. The gray areas bounded by solid-black envelopes illustrate rated limits
of converter and PV-array dc currents.

in Fig. 5 that relative speed trajectories are indeed bounded
by stable envelopes, which ascertains multi-swing stability.
The tuples (λn , ρn , |Δωrn

(tc)|) in (72) for each n = 1, 2, 3
that yield the envelopes of Fig. 5 are: (0.286,2.062,0.0013),
(0.302,1.378,0.006), and (0.332,2.372,0.002), respectively.

PV power plant performance is analyzed via Definition 4 and
corresponding traces in Figs. 4(b) and 6. Each PV power plant is
deemed to have satisfactory performance if |Ṽ k

R | lies in the VRT
envelope, |Ĩk

f |(t) ∈ [0, 0.5] p.u., vk
C (t) ∈ [1.1, 1.5] p.u., ikcv (t) ∈

[−0.5, 0.5] p.u., and ikpv (t) ∈ [−0.1, 0.5] p.u. These limits are
representative of manufacturer specifications for a 50-MVA PV
power plant. In Fig. 4(b), we observe that |Ṽ k

R |, Ĩk
f (t), and

vk
C (t) satisfy the established performance requirements. The ac

currents, |Ĩk
f (t)|, track the VRT current commands during the

fault, then ramp up until resuming normal operation at t = 1.8 s,
q.v. (42), (43).

To further elucidate PV plant operation during network tran-
sients, the PLL speed and dc-link currents are depicted in Fig. 6.
Because each PLL is driven by grid-terminal voltages, brief
spikes are seen in Fig. 6(a) during network topology changes,
i.e., at t = tf = 1 s and t = tc = tf + 5/60 s [q.v. (24), (25)].
Because PLLs are executed digitally, off-nominal PLL speed is
not indicative of converter damage. In Fig. 6(b), dc-side con-
verter currents experience momentary reverse spikes because of
the terminal voltage phase jumps. Conservatively designed con-
verter protection might disconnect a PV plant during this current
reversal because it might be falsely interpreted as a dc-link fault.
This mirrors North American Electric Reliability Corporation
reliability guidelines [8] which specify that protection settings
should be configured to avoid unnecessary tripping. The zero
currents in Fig. 6(c) are not problematic, albeit this is indicative
that the PV array is dissipating power. Because this case study
meets Definition 5, the simulated multi-machine multi-converter
system is stable and performs satisfactorily.

TABLE III
RENEWABLE POWER PLANTS FOR CASE STUDY II

Each k -th PV array is composed by 400-Wdc modules @ 72 Vdc ca.

Fig. 7. Case II: Transient behavior of conventional and PV power plants during
transmission disturbances. The gray areas bounded by solid-black envelopes
indicate acceptable variable ranges.

B. Case Study II: Modified IEEE 39-Bus Power System

The IEEE 39-bus power system is considered here because
it exhibits nonlinear dynamics that are representative of large
power systems. This system, detailed in [49], has ten power
plants, viz., one representing an interconnection G1; eight steam
G2–G9; and one hydro G10. The modified system results after
substitution of the units G4, G5, and G7 (connected to buses
B33, B34, and B36) by three PV power plants R4, R5, and
R7, respectively. The resulting multi-machine multi-converter
power system has, N = 7, conventional units and, K = 3, PV
power plants. Parameters for the machines and excitation sys-
tems of the conventional generation are specified in [50, p. 226].
The rating of each PV power plant and their pre-fault operational
conditions are specified in Table III.

We consider a symmetrical fault with impedance zf and
distance d as for Case Study I. The simulation starts at
t = t0 = 0 and concludes at t = T = 11 s. The fault occurs at
t = tf = 1 s, is cleared at t = tc = tf + 5/60 s, and is located
within line B17–B16 with d measured from B17 (please refer
to [49, Fig. 1]). The VRT current of each PV power plant
I∗kVRT = 1.4 p.u. The transient performance of the modified
IEEE 39-bus power system is illustrated in Figs. 7–9.

Fig. 7 shows that time-domain voltages |Ṽ n
G | and |Ṽ k

R | violate
the VRT envelope (even during pretransient). This is particularly
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Fig. 8. Case II: Multi-swing rotor-angle stability assessment. The gray areas
bounded by solid-black envelopes are used to assess rotor-angle stability.

Fig. 9. Case II: Fast PV power plant transients during transmission distur-
bances. The gray areas bounded by solid-black envelopes illustrate rated limits
of converter and PV-array dc currents.

problematic for PV power plants R5 and R7 because they may
disconnect. Also, the dc-link voltage vk

C of R5 slightly exceeds
its rated limits which could trigger converter-level protection.
The relatively high current Ĩn

G corresponding to G1 after clearing
the fault is caused by the momentarily but significant loss of PV
power as result of VRT mode. In Fig. 8, the relative-rotor speeds
are bounded by stable envelopes which imply that the machines
will reach synchrony. Fig. 9 shows that reverse converter dc
currents occur which could trigger internal converter protection
if conservative settings are used. Although the system is stable, it
does not perform well because of ac and dc voltage violations,
q.v. Definitions 3–5. For this admittedly hypothetical system,
engineers would likely need to rectify the identified problems.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A PV power plant model considering a PLL, ac- and dc-side
dynamics, and closed-loop controllers has been proposed. The
model is compatible with positive-sequence bulk power system
models because of the developed voltage-behind-reactance rep-
resentation. To assess the transient stability of multi-machine
multi-converter power systems from simulations, a set of
stability and performance metrics has been introduced. The
illustrated case studies show that off-nominal PLL speed and

reverse dc-link current might be manifested as a result of ac
voltage transients. This aligns with observations in reliability
guidelines regarding PLL and dc-link behavior [8].

The proposed framework can be tailored to study any PV
converter control strategy of interest and used to predict sys-
tem behavior during faults. Remarkably, this can be achieved
without resorting on EMT studies that are typically compu-
tationally expensive [17], albeit assessment from EMT and
positive-sequence simulations may yield differences and de-
serve further study. The contributions of this paper might be
also appropriate to study other renewable generation assets, e.g.,
Type-3 and -4 wind turbines. Also, to model converter-based
technologies that store/release energy such as variable speed
pump/turbine stations, flywheels, compressed air, and batter-
ies [27], [51]. Further, the paper could be relevant to study the
response of PV power plants as a distributed energy resource
and supplying a variety of power system load components that
may have adverse impacts. These topics were not undertaken
here, but could represent a research direction.
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